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Accessing Genome Annotations & !
PRACTICAL EXERCISE:   Three Different 

Views of the BRCA1 Gene!

Genome Browsers!
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February 2001: Completion of the Draft Human Genome!

Public HGP! Celera Genomics!

The Human Genome Project!
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maps.google.ca 
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Let’s Look at the Human Genome...!
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Objectives!
•! By the end of this module:!

!!You will be able to describe the following concepts: 
genome annotation, genome builds, and genome 
browsers.!

!!You will view the genomic location that contains 
the BRCA1 gene in the human genome using three 
different genome browsers.!

!!You will be able to compare and contrast the 
UCSC, Ensembl and MapViewer systems for 
visualizing genome information.!
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Genome Browsers!

•!What is a Genome Browser?!

-! System for displaying, viewing, and accessing 
genome annotation data!

•! Genome annotations = knowledge attached to raw 
genome sequence.!

-! Annotation information comes from many 
different sources!

!!Computational pipelines!

!!Research groups!

!!Databases! 8!
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The “Neopolitan Ice Cream” World 
of Genome Browsing:!

•! UCSC Genome Browser!

•! http://genome.cse.ucsc.edu/!

•! Ensembl!

•! http://www.ensembl.org/!

•! NCBI Map Viewer!

•! http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/mapview/!
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The underlying data is 
common for all three 
“flavors” of Genome 

Browsers.!
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•! NCBI, UCSC and Ensembl use the same 
human genome assembly that is generated by 
NCBI !

-! release timing is different between sites. !

•! Note the version of genome assembly to 
which you are referring!

-! available precomputed info and locations of 
features will be different between different 
assemblies. !
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Let’s compare the view of 
the BRCA1 gene in all 

three genome browsers.!



Viewing the genomic 
region containing BRCA1!

•!Common features:!

!!Coordinate system is based on 
the build!

!!Zoom in and out!

!!Annotations displayed – ie. 
Gene features !

•!Major Differences:!

!!Each Browser has a very 
different look and feel!

!!Annotation information 
displayed differently!

!!Different ways to navigate 
through the information!
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http://genome.cse.ucsc.edu/!

Click on!
Genome !
Browser!

link!
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Search for !
BRCA1;!

Note sample!
queries!
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The Search Results!

•! Many BRCA1 isoforms!

!!All located on chr 17!

!!same chr coordinates!

!!different gene structures!
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Tasks!

•!What genes are on either side of BRCA1 on 
chr 17?!

•! Can you figure out how to download the 
genomic sequence for the BRCA1 region?!

•! Can you figure the display to add/remove 
tracks that are (or are not) of interest to 
you?!
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Zoom in!
Zoom out!

DNA link!
Download !
Sequence!
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Drop down controls!
configure the data shown!

in the image above!
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http://www.ensembl.org/!

Click on Human!
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Click on 
ENSG00000012048!
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click here to 
view genomic 

location!

Gene Summary!
showsyou 

informationabout 
the gene!
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Tasks!
•! Explore the information presented in the 

Gene Summary views.  !

-! Can you figure out how to visualize the 
alternatively spliced isoforms for BRCA1? !

-! What can you find out about known 
variations in this gene?!

•! Using the Location Based Displays, can you 
figure out how to download the genomic 
sequence for the BRCA1 region?!
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The Splice Variants 
page showsyou 

informationabout 
the transcripts!
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Variation Data;!
configure display to 

show more/less 
details!
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Export options 
available on all 

pages!
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http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/mapview/!

Two builds of 
human;Note many 
genomes available!
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Quick Filter!
!!Gene!
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Two tasks!

•! Can you figure out how to LinkOut to the 
OMIM and/or Homologene entries for 
BRCA1?!

•! Can you figure out how to download the 
genomic sequence for the BRCA1 region?!
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LinkOut !

OMIM = disease!
sv = sequence view!
pr = protein record!
dl = download!
hm = Homologene!


